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Introduction

This chapter examines some of the recent developments in the fields of planning theory and practice, focusing on the need for new institutional approaches to deal with long-term development issues. It has been motivated by the realization that, despite more than three decades of development planning efforts, most planning exercises appear to be rather isolated from the main concerns of policy and decision makers in developing countries. Furthermore, as the costs of the early 1990s took its toll on economic growth, as the international context for development cooperation deteriorated rapidly, and as the pace of scientific and technological change accelerated, and as the result of three United Nations International Development Decades appear disappointing, the need to reexamine development objectives and to reassess the prospects for developing countries has become increasingly clear. As a consequence, the once remote ideas of long-term planning and of futures research have acquired a new sense of urgency.

The main characteristic of planning is its concern with the future. Planning is a process directed toward guiding social change and generating a sequence of socially desirable future events by taking action at present. Future situations are conditioned not only by the present
state of affairs only by a single event at some intermediate time between "now" and "then"; on the contrary, they are the result of a series of interrelated events and social processes that have taken place in the past, are happening at present, and will extend into the future. Moreover, note that the idea of socially desirable sequences of anticipated events is likely to change as the ever-shifting present transforms the future into the past. In addition, the process of imagining the future improves our understanding of the present and of the past; in this view, the conception of future events and situations helps in actual decision-making tasks (Nisbett 1976).

In abstract terms, planning can be thought of as "anticipatory decision making." The generation of a sequence of socially desirable future events can be viewed as a process whereby decisions are made in advance and courses of action are selected in a series of interrelated situations that have not yet occurred but are envisioned to happen sometime in the future (Ackoff 1971, Sagan 1972a and 1973b, Gha- ssemzadeh and Ackoff 1980). This conceptualization highlights four important aspects of the planning process: first, its close relation to decision making, for anticipatory decisions may be considered the building blocks of planning; second, its orientation toward the future; for it seeks to shape events yet to come by taking anticipatory decisions at present; third, the transformation of anticipatory decisions that have the "potentially" character of things to be done into actual decisions that have the "potency" character of things done; and fourth, the continuous revision of anticipatory decisions which, as time advances, become actual decisions and slide rapidly into the realm of the past.

In this light a plan would consist of anticipating spelling out the anticipatory decisions, their interrelations, and the criteria employed in making them. A planning methodology would refer to the procedures followed in arriving at the commitments made in advance and to the ways in which actual decisions to be taken at present are derived from them. The total span of time covered in the planning process, i.e., how far it looks into the future, is the planning horizon. Finally, national development planning is the process concerned with guiding social change, with generating a sequence of socially desirable events and with making anticipatory decisions with reference to the future evolution of a country and with deriving present-day decisions from them.

There are many theories, ideologies, and perspectives on the process of development, but with the exception of some extreme views that refuse to accept any social guidance but that provided by "market forces," all of them consider a role for anticipatory decision making at some level of society. But even these extreme pro-market views
must take into account that government intervention is required in order to establish and operate markets for factors of production and for goods and services and that individual agents and firms make anticipatory decisions in response to market signals. For example, Polanyi (1944) has showed how purposeful government intervention was necessary to establish national markets for land and labor in nineteenth-century England, and even economists who argue against state intervention in general agree that government action is required for the market to function effectively (Baner 1984).

In short, as Myrdal (1770, p. 709) has described it, the basic ideology of planning is "essentially rationalism in approach and interventionist in conclusions. It is committed to the belief that development can be brought about or accelerated by government intervention." Nevertheless, this point is by no means universally accepted at present. Disenchanted with the planning experience of the last thirty years, some analysts are proposing a radical reappraisal of the planning ideology. For example, referring mostly to the Latin American experience,ZZavantza (1986) has argued that "planning was an effort at rationality...in a world that has been and will continue to be irrational...All our interest in rational planning or in any other type of rationality is a gigantic deception."

A Brief Background to National Development Planning

The roots of the current approaches to development planning extend back at least into the late 1940s and early 1950s. The work of Mannheim (1940 and 1953) on freedom and planning, the Eastern European and Soviet experiences with central planning (Kantorovich 1965, Marczewski 1955, Lange 1949), the French indicative planning approach (Perrin 1954, Burchet 1967, Meynard 1968, Caire 1967), and the work of economists like Clark (1951), Kuznets (1941), and Lange (1941) set the stage for subsequent efforts. Development planning as a distinct area of concern was clearly formulated in the 1950s with the publication of a United Nations (1951) report on measures to promote economic development and with the work of leading economists such as Myrdal (1957), Prebisch (1955), and Hirschman (1958).

Since the early 1950s development planning has become an accepted practice in most developing countries (South Magazine 1965). What may be called the "conventional approach" to planning envisages the establishment of a central government planning agency; the formulation and implementation of global short-term (1-2 years),
medium-term (2-5 years) and long-term (more than 5 years) plans; the disaggregation of the global plans into sectoral components according to the ministerial structure of the government; and the introduction of a geographical dimension by assigning responsibilities for projects to regional authorities. Implementation is supposed to take place by linking short-term global, sectoral, and regional plans to the budgetary process by associating medium-term plans with the evaluation of investment projects; and by ensuring the commitment of political authorities to the development objectives specified in the long-term plans. Finally, plans are supposed to be revised periodically—usually on a yearly basis—updating them to incorporate new information.

Although this characterization of the conventional approach to planning is sketchy, it captures the main features of the proposals put forward by the leading figures in development planning during the 1960s, including Tindberg (1961 and 1967), Lewis (1968), ILPES (1966), and Waterson (1965).

With financial and technical support from the United Nations, international development banks, bilateral development assistance agencies, and national governments, as well as from academic centers both in developed and developing countries, this concept of development planning was widely disseminated throughout the Third World during the late 1950s and early 1960s. Most developing countries established planning agencies and began to prepare plans correctly, often as a result of requests from international funding agencies.

However, even as early as the late 1960s and early 1970s, there emerged some doubts about the effectiveness of the conventional approach to development planning. For example, Gross (1967) edited a volume in which he emphasized the need for "activating" national plans by transforming them into an integral part of a social learning process, and criticized the practice of planning that was directed at the elaboration of unattainable pies in the sky. Around the same time, the Organization of American States (1969) attributed the failure of planning in Latin America to the "conventional view of planning which emphasizes the plan as a collection of documents."

In addition, other authors were pointing out the limitations of development planning from some specific point of view. Pajerska and Sachs (1979) focused on the shortcomings of the process of implementation, particularly in the industrial sector; Hirschman (1967) criticized the emphasis on comprehensive planning and favored sector-specific plans linked to investment programs; Korai (1970) advocated a move away from "futuristic planning" and "planning as a special case of conventional decision theory" and into a more realistic
"process of cognition and compromise"; and Griffin and Enos (1970) sought to provide a catalogue of practical tools and methods for development planners.

Probably one of the best early reviews of the theory and experience of development planning is found in the two volumes edited by Faber and Swee (1972). They observed the need for a shift away from an emphasis on the preparation of plans and on economic growth toward the execution of plans and the consideration of social objectives. They also indicated that the conventional approach to planning assumed the existence of political stability, economic certainty, political will, and administrative capabilities to carry out the plans. Needless to say, these assumptions seldom obtained in most developing countries.

During the 1970s Latin America was probably the developing region where the theory and practice of planning was most thoroughly scrutinized. Giotti and Bardechi (1972) examined the effectiveness of planning organizations in Latin American countries and studied the different rationalities of planners, politicians, and bureaucrats. Cardoso (1972) dealt with the Brazilian experience and focused on the political realities that constrained the practice of development planning, an issue that Kallik (1976) examined in a broader context. Solari and coworkers (1976) offered a thorough review of planning in Latin America by examining the different schools of thought that emerged, following their evolution, and contrasting the theoretical contributions with the achievements in practice. In a more radical vein, Suzanaga (1977) dismissed all development planning efforts, stating that "planning is not useful for change" and that social advance "never takes place as a result of previous planning."

An interesting concept introduced during the 1970s was the idea of a "united approach" to development and planning. The United Nations (1971) International Development Strategy for the Second Development Decade called for a comprehensive and integrated view of development and emphasized social considerations that went beyond traditional economic concerns. This had important implications for planning, and the large number of studies and reports produced as a result of the new line of work sponsored by the United Nations introduced new ideas such as that of "development styles." One of the key issues that these efforts highlighted was the fact that the state is not a monolithic entity capable of choosing and following a single well-defined course of action, and that competing interest groups, political pressures, and international constraints intrude upon the process of development planning.
However, Solari and coworkers (1976) argued that such a unified approach to development and planning would first require a "unified social theory" and a "unified theory of development," two clearly unsustainable intellectual utopias. Wolfe (1980 and 1982) reviewed the attempts to develop a unified approach, pointing out that those efforts left "something intact in the aspiration for rationally planned action" but that it is now necessary to transcend the "image of the State as a rational, coherent and benevolent entity," replacing it by a "more realistic frame of reference for policy-oriented interpretation of what the State does or evades doing, why, and how."

Two additional reviews of the national development planning experience have reiterated the shortcomings of the conventional approach to planning and have added a few others. After examining more than 500 projects oriented toward improving planning capabilities in developing countries, the United Nations Development Program (1979) concluded that "the strengthening of a self-reliant planning capacity is a process that requires much longer than was supposed until now." Mendez (1980) examined twenty years of development planning in Latin America identifying several different planning styles and emphasizing once more the need to move away from the concept of planning as aimed at producing "plans," and toward visualizing "planning as a process."

A further in-depth analysis of the past experience and future perspectives on planning in Latin America by Garcia D'Acmo (1982) revealed the serious problems that the concepts and practice of development planning are experiencing in the 1980s:

The analysis of the Latin American experience leads us to conclude that while there were periods and instances in which planning played a significant role in orienting the development process in Latin America, it definitely did not manage to insert itself in the real process of decision making and of shaping economic policy. As a result, this led to the stagnation of the idea of planning, to skepticism regarding the possible contributions of planners and to a growing institutional disintegration. (p. 28)

Similar views have been advanced in the early 1980s by De Mattos (1981), Giordani and colleagues (1981), and Hodia (1985).

Finally, in his review of the planning experience of developing countries, Aggarwali (1983 and 1985) identifies three approaches to planning: comprehensive, as practiced by the centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe and some developing countries, indicative, as practiced by several Southern Asian and francophone African countries; and ritual, as practiced by several Latin American and
African countries. He concludes that the experience acquired during the last three decades indicates the importance of transcending the ritual approach to planning and of the "need to orient efforts from the comprehensive planning of production to the planning of strategic policies." This involves striking a balance between analytical techniques and qualitative judgments, establishing and managing price and incentive systems, and harmonizing the requirements for widespread consultation with flexibility and rapid response capacity; in short, the need to adopt a "learning systems" approach to the planning process.

Thus, in spite of its shortcomings and problems of the last three decades, the idea of development planning during the 1980s is still generally accepted, as a review of national development plans in more than seventy Third-World countries clearly shows (South Magowan 1988). The belief in the possibility of rational intervention to guide national development remains in full force, although it has become clear that many changes are necessary in the conventional approach to development planning.

**A Dilemma of Development Planning**

The evolution of national development planning theory and practice has been accompanied by the emergence of several concerns that can be expressed in the form of "fundamental dilemmas." For example, issues such as "comprehensive versus sectorial planning" (Hirschman 1958) and "central planning versus market order" (Bauer 1984) have caught the attention of planning practitioners and theoreticians at different times. Even though it is clear that in reality these dilemmas do not present mutually exclusive choices, they have served as useful conceptual tools to focus the debate, to organize discussions, and to clarify the options faced in national development planning.

From this perspective, among the many persistent concerns that have remained on the agenda of development planning, this chapter focuses on two that merit special attention, both because planners and politicians refer frequently to them and because of their profound implications for the planning process. On the one hand, there is the preoccupation with the implementation of development plans, with influencing actual decision making and with having an impact on the "real world" of power struggles and political choices. On the other hand, there is the preoccupation with the ongoing problem, with generating long-term visions and ideals, with a desired outcome whose attainment is seen as being distant in time, with providing an overall direction to the development process, and with searching for new
paths and ideas to transcend the limitations that characterize Third-World countries.

Putting these two sets of concerns together, it is possible to identify what may be considered as another "fundamental dilemma" that has emerged in the practice of planning. By paraphrasing statements that are often made by persons in authority in Third-World countries, this dilemma can be stated rather simply: the more "relevant" or "practical" planning becomes, the further it moves away from the current long-term issues and concerns that are crucial for the future development of a country.

In order to avoid the "inert-power syndrome," i.e., the perceived isolation of the planning agencies from the centers of power—which are usually associated with day-to-day actual decision-making—the heads of planning agencies have frequently sought to link their activities as closely as possible to the process of decision-making at operational ministries and government agencies. This has inevitably led to power struggles over issues such as the responsibility for the allocation of financial resources through the national budget, in which the planning agency is usually pitted against the ministries of economics and finance; the responsibility for evaluating and approving investment projects, in which the planning agency confronts most government departments and public enterprises; and over responsibility for the evaluation of the performance of regional and sectoral government agencies, organizations, and departments, in which the planning agency faces virtually all the rest of the government apparatus. Additional conflicts are likely to emerge when the planning agency also plays the role of "technical secretariat" of the president or the prime minister, for this places it squarely at the center of short- and medium-term political controversies and political judgements.

It is seldom the case that a central planning agency preoccupied with these short-term immediate political concerns can at the same time deal with long-term issues in an appropriate way. Even if it does so, its credibility, impartiality, and technical competence are likely to be questioned as a result of the power struggles over short-term practical issues. The consequence has been either giving up the quest for relevance to actual decisions making and taking refuge in the preparation of medium- and long-term plans for their own sake, or a concentration on providing technical support for short-term political decisions and the abandonment of any serious attempt at examining medium- and long-term development issues. This leads to a confusion of roles for the planning agencies, many of which have tended to move back and forth between these two positions. This creates a kind of "institutional schizophrenia," a disease to which planning agencies in developing countries are particularly prone.
When development planning gives priority to short-term and urgent issues, the institutional modality for the planning agency has generally been that of an operational ministry, with jurisdiction over the formulation and control of the national budget. A national planning commission—whose task is to coordinate and mediate between the conflicting demands for resources made by government agencies—usually complements the activities of the planning ministry. Long-term issues are left either to marginal government agencies—the National Research Council, for example—or to universities, independent research institutes, or even international organizations. On the other hand, when development planning leaves the short-term political arena to the operating ministries, in particular to the ministries of economics and finance, the planning agency usually adopts the form of an independent institute—attached nominally to the president's or prime minister's office—whose task is to prepare short-, medium-, and long-term development plans (even though these plans are likely to be ignored by other government agencies), to provide technical support to the president or prime minister, and possibly to explore a few multilateral medium- and long-term issues such as population growth, employment demands, economic integration, and regional development.

In some cases the planning agency has oscillated between the forms of this dilemma: at some moment in time it may have focused on issues of great importance for the future of the country, played a leading role in the exploration of development options and strategies, and prepared technically sound plans, while at others it may have influenced short-term resource allocations, designed policies and measures to deal with emergencies, and placed itself at the center of power struggles.

Several authors have stated this dilemma of development planning in different ways. In their review of the Latin American planning experience, Seltzer and coworkers (1976) distinguish two main lines of thought that dominated the planning scene in the early 1970s: a global, integral, and long-term conception of planning that emphasized major social changes and a set of short-term concerns that focused on economic growth and income improvements. Similarly, Bryant and White (1982, pp. 233–34) indicate that "the tensions between the technical planner and the political decision maker grow out of the different mandates that each has and the different information with which each deals, and that sometimes they grow out of differences between short-term and long-term consequences." Moreover, they point out that:
The tension between planners and politicians goes to the heart of the dilemma about the nature of the political process and how to make decisions in the best interests of citizens. ... Because politicians respond to short-term issues of necessity, public policy is further skewed away from dealing with broad public interests. This is the void into which planners have willingly stepped, on the claim that their insulation from political whims and their professional expertise enable them to better interpret public mandates.

According to Mendez (1985, p. 193), in Latin America this dilemma of development planning has usually been resolved in favor of approaches to address immediate problems and, since the early 1980s, in favor of short-term measures to deal with the worst economic crisis of the last fifty years: "The task of alleviating the diverse aspects of the immediate crisis is absorbing government efforts and does not allow breathing room to think about major statements regarding the future. Perhaps there has never been such an acute feeling of immediacy in the Latin America region." Pena-Pazra (1984) states that some planning agencies in Latin America have tried to deal with short-term urgent concerns and long-term important issues at the same time that the result has been a preference to address those that appear closer in time.

Finally, Sachs (1983, p. 14) has focused sharply on the way this dilemma affects development planners: "the planner ought to take a global and fairly long-term view of the planning process, but his usefulness will be evaluated by his capacity to influence a myriad of locally and time-bound decisions."

In order to avoid what has been characterized as one of the fundamental dilemmas of development planning—choosing between the urgent short-term issues and the important long-term ones—it is necessary to adopt an integrative perspective of the different time dimensions involved in the planning process, to develop planning approaches and methods appropriate to this new perspective, and to suggest operational criteria for organizing planning efforts in this new light.

The main conceptual adjustment required is to view the long-term as an integral component of the process of actual and anticipatory decision making with a short-term horizon, while simultaneously accepting that the accumulation of actual and anticipatory decisions made with a short-term horizon generates constraints and opportunities that condition long-term options.

However, before exploring further these ideas on new approaches to planning, it is useful to examine the changed context for development efforts in the 1980s, as well as the demands that this new context
imposes on planners and planning agencies. This new context requires major changes and adjustments in the conception and practice of the development and may also suggest the need for exploring new options for the institutionalization of planning activities.

**The Changing Context for National Development Planning and Its Consequences**

Most of the concepts, approaches, methodologies, and procedures for development planning, at least those of the conventional kind, were generated and began to be applied during the three decades following World War II, a period of unprecedented world economic growth and relative peace during which the United States economy loomed as the dominant and guiding force. In such an expansive economic context, many of the distributional problems and conflicts that emerged were rapidly accommodated and defined by the political powers at the national and international levels. In a word, the world socioeconomic context approached what Emery and Trist (1965) have called a “clustered” environment, in which all kinds of social entities could pursue their own objectives and development paths without impinging on those of others.

However, as the 1970s unfolded, the international context for development began to change at a rapid pace—witness the oil price shocks, the emergence of Japan as an economic powerhouse, the pressures for the New International Economic Order, the end of the Vietnam War, the culmination of the processes of political decolonization, the disenchantment with development assistance, and the emergence of new technologies such as microelectronics and informatics, among many other events. To use the concepts of Emery and Trist (1965), there has been a transition toward a “disturbed-reactive” environment in which it is impossible to ignore other social actors on the scene, and even toward a “turbulent” environment in which the very ground on which the actors stand is shifting. The newly emerging international environment is forcing a reappraisal of development objectives and strategies, and is also having a major impact on the nature of the planning process.

When facing a new and uncertain situation, the natural reaction is to take refuge in familiar concepts and accepted ways. The field of planning is no exception to this general rule, and some planners have argued that the reason why development planning did not live up to expectations is not because the concepts and approaches were wrong but rather because they were not fully applied, because they were not given enough support and a fair chance to succeed. Therefore, some
voices are arguing for a "return to basics" in development planning where the conventional views are being reinstated, but this time, fully backed by the "political will," the "appropriate information," and the "adequate administrative and managerial capabilities."

A review of world trends indicates that the thirteen years that remain in this century will be quite different from the three decades after World War II (Sagasti and Garland 1985, Sagasti 1986). Economic trends that are expected to prevail during the next several years can be characterized by slower economic growth and a slowdown in the expansion of international trade, a continued decline in commodity prices, and deterioration of terms of trade for developing countries, increased foreign indebtedness, and changes in the structure of developing countries' debts, a restructuring of world industry in directions that are not at all clear yet, and continued experimentation with economic policies whose effectiveness is in doubt in an uncertain economic climate.

Social trends indicate that population growth will continue in most developing regions, associated with rural-urban migration and with the explosive growth of Third-World cities—twenty-one are expected to have more than 10 million inhabitants by the year 2000. The employment prospects appear rather dim for most of the new entrants into the labor force, and in many developing regions, the combined unemployment and underemployment rates exceed 50%. In addition, there are other social demands, such as food, housing, education, sanitation, health services, transport, and environmental protection, which will continue to grow and outstrip the capacity of most developing countries to satisfy them.

In the cultural sphere, the tensions between homogenizing pressures brought about by the mass media and the desire to assert a cultural identity will continue and even grow; in the political sphere it is likely that East-West tensions will continue, that cooperation with developing countries will remain as a relatively minor concern for the industrializing countries, and that political instability will continue to thwart long-term thinking and efforts in the developing countries.

In the fields of science and technology, the developments and advances are too numerous and pervasive to mention. It may be appropriate only to say that the very process of knowledge generation through the conduct of scientific research is undergoing profound changes and that many of the new advanced fields are virtually out of the reach of most developing countries. The emergence of new technologies—microelectronics, computers, telecommunications, robotics, space manufacturing, composite materials, fiber optics, biotechnology, and photovoltaic energy, among many others—is changing the shape of
world industry, altering comparative advantages, and creating a most
difficult challenge for all but a handful of developing countries (see-

This emerging international context, which is likely to dominate the
scene until the end of the century, requires innovative thinking and
new approaches to development. It also imposes the need for a seri-
ous evaluation and reappraisal of development planning theory and
practice: social values and objectives acquire greater importance; flex-
ible time horizons and a long-term perspective become essential; con-
textual factors play an increasingly larger role; and new institutional
arrangements must be brought into place. The conventional approach
to planning, with its rigid time frames, its breakdown of planning
tasks into sectors and regions, and its centralized and technocratic
perspective on plan formulation and implementation is most unlikely
to be effective in an increasingly turbulent environment. Indeed, as
many critics have emphasized, this approach has not worked even in the
relatively more calm and stable context of the 1960s and early
1970s.

Furthermore, as the environmental complexity becomes more vis-
able in the 1980s and as rapid change becomes the norm, it is not
possible to ignore several issues that challenge the conventional ap-
proach to planning. For example, the vastly increased amount of in-
formation on almost every aspect of social life—brought about by the
advances in microelectronics, telecommunications and computers—is
generating an "information onslaught" (Kerr et al. 1984) that requires
new approaches in order to obtain access and processing information
for development planning (Sagasti 1983). Moreover, conflicts of ratio-
nalities at different levels can no longer be ignored or easily accom-
modated in an increasingly interdependent world: what is rational at
the level of individual behavior may be counterproductive at the level
of a social group, and what is rational for a social group may under-
nimate the objectives at the community, national, and international
levels.

In a similar vein, the increased interactions among social groups
have led to the interpenetration of the different spheres of human
action and to the blurring of boundaries for decision making. For
example, the emergence of new actors such as nongovernmental or-
ganizations, grass-roots groups, nonprofits, research centers, and vol-
untary organizations is challenging the traditional division between
the "public" and "private" spheres of action and competence; the for-
mulation of policies and the performance of government functions
are often assumed by these new entities and by the private sector,
while public and government institutions intervene in activities that
Exploring New Directions

The new context for development is likely to sharpen what has been characterized as one of the fundamental dilemmas of planning agencies: emphasizing either the provision of responses to short-term critical problems or the generation of new visions and options for the future. The economic crisis of the early 1980s and the less favorable economic environment that can be anticipated during the coming years, the increase in social demands of all types, the political instability that is likely to afflict most developing countries, the cultural tensions that are now becoming more visible, and the challenges imposed by scientific and technological advances are making it necessary to move beyond the conventional approach to planning and to explore new ways of organizing the process of making and putting together actual and anticipatory decisions. This requires a reaffirmation of the belief that purposeful and rational human intervention has a place in the process of development and implies rejecting the view of those who argue that the inherent “irrationality” of human beings precludes any kind of planned or guided social change.

However, to avoid being just an act of faith, this reaffirmation requires that the limitations of the conventional approach to planning must be recognized and that the characteristics of the new context for development be fully acknowledged. Development planning should not be viewed as a centralized and technocratic exercise but rather as a loose cooperative learning process that involves a multiplicity of actors throughout the whole fabric of society, that seeks to attain increasing levels of shared perceptions on objectives and goals, and that aims at agreeing on specific anticipatory and actual decisions on the basis of temporary consensus. Moreover, in this social learning process it will be impossible to eliminate all inconsistencies and to attain perfect rationality; it will be enough to agree on lines of action that provide a reasonably coherent framework for action.

This requires an exploration of new directions for development planning. Some of these directions may involve adapting existing ideas to the new context, while others will require creative efforts whose outcome cannot be anticipated yet. As an initial step, it is possible to
identify the need for enlarging the scope of development planning decisions, the redefinition of the concept of time horizons, and the need to disperse planning capabilities throughout society.

The first requirement of a new approach is to enlarge the scope of the anticipatory decisions involved in the planning process. It is necessary to go well beyond the traditional concern of planners with economic issues and to cover as many aspects of the development process as possible. This implies adopting a synthetic perspective that seeks to provide an integrated and coherent picture of development prospects, options, strategies, and possible actions. The idea is to make sense out of apparent chaos in an increasingly turbulent environment in order to identify preferred sequences of future events and to derive actual and anticipatory decisions from them.

Table 25.1, adapted from Sagasti (1973b), presents five categories of anticipatory decisions that would enlarge considerably the scope of the conventional approach to national development planning: first, decisions that will define long-term ideals and the desired future for the country; second, decisions regarding the patterns of interaction with the increasingly turbulent international environment; third, decisions about the institutional structure and fabric of the country; fourth, decisions regarding the activities to be performed and the priorities attached to them; and fifth, decisions about the allocations of all types of resources. These five anticipatory decision categories are the domain of stylistic, contextual, institutional, activity, and resource planning. The interactions among these categories of decisions can be summarized by saying that resources are allocated to activities through institutions taking into account the context in order to approach the desired future.

The conventional approach to development planning focuses exclusively on the anticipatory decisions about economic and social activities to be given priority and on the allocation of all types of resources; that is, it only covers the categories of resource and activity planning. Consequently, it is necessary to develop, test, and disseminate methodologies and procedures for stylistic, contextual, and institutional planning.

An approach to development planning that incorporates the explicit identification of long-term ideals and the aspirations of various social groups in the country, that deals with the interactions with an increasingly turbulent international environment, and that also involves the design of institutions—in addition to the conventional concerns with activities and resources—would be more likely to avoid the dilemma between the urgent and the important and would also be more effective in a changing international context. The concept of
"Interactive planning" put forward by Ackoff (1984 and 1985), the idea proposed by Sachs (1985), as well as the work carried out at GRADE (see Arregui and Sagasti 1987; Sagasti and Gutkind 1987- Herrera 1987; Sagasti and felices 1986; and GRADE 1984) begin to offer specific methods and procedures for dealing with systemic, contextual, and institutional planning.

The second requirement of a new approach to planning is to acknowledge the provisional nature of development plans as a collection of ephemeral anticipatory decisions, and the need to adjust them continuously to the changing circumstances (Beec 1972, 1974a, and 1974b). This involves nothing less than a redefinition of the concept of "planning horizon," breaking down the conventional and rigid framework of short-, medium-, and long-term time spans. For example, "short-term" can be redefined as the period of time during which the inertia of historical processes in a given system limits its future evolution; "long-term" would be a time horizon in which historical forces and the inertia of a system do not limit significantly the range of possible future states; while in "medium-term" the inertia of historical process conditions the evolution of the system, but only up to a certain point.

Applied to development planning, these concepts would indicate that the "short-term" in issues like population growth may be a decade, while the "long-term" in issues like commodity prices may be a few months. Furthermore, each set of development issues will have its own different set of time horizons, and rather than forcing them into the procrustean bed of rigid time frames which characterize the conventional approach, the idea would be to deal with each development issue or problem on its own time-horizon terms, coordinating and interrelating their different rhythms as they evolve in time. The flexibility of time horizons that would characterize the planning would show clearly that many urgent short-term problems have profound long-term implications, and that the solution to these urgent short-term problems require making long-term anticipatory decisions.

The third requirement of a new approach to development planning resolves building a broad and solid social support base to transcend the mostly technocratic character of the conventional approach. It is essential to dispense with disconcerting planning capabilities throughout society, providing access to information, methodologies, and training to all social groups and individuals who are interested in exploring alternative development options and strategies. Development planning would thus become a social learning exercise in which the perspectives and rationales of different actors could be contrasted and areas of partial and temporary agreement could be identified (see
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditioning Influence</th>
<th>Stylistic</th>
<th>Contextual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value systems and preferences (stylistic constraints); long-term possibilities.</td>
<td>International setting; socio-technical environmental constraints; interdependencies with other systems.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emphasis</td>
<td>Alternative futures; desired images; identification of values and aspirations.</td>
<td>Interaction in international setting; convergence of different policies and plans; assessing overall coherence to plans and policies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Process</td>
<td>Exploratory; consultative; participatory; multiple loops.</td>
<td>Monitoring; coordinating; negotiating.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedures Used</td>
<td>Establishing ideal standards; proposing broad directions; establishing dialogue with interest groups; involving “stakeholders.”</td>
<td>Making explicit relevant implicit policies; resolving contradictions; use of indirect instruments for implementing plans and policies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duration Time Horizon</th>
<th>Long-term</th>
<th>Long/medium-term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Source: Adapted from Sagasti (1973b).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institutional Context and Possible Alliances for Development</th>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>Resource</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Institutional context and potential alliances, fostering organizational ecology.</td>
<td>Evaluating and prioritizing dynamics of processes</td>
<td>Availability of resources; possibilities for directing resource allocation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defining entitlement claims and payment systems, establishing appropriate organizational structures (channels and clusters).</td>
<td>Defining areas for resource generation and evaluation of past performance</td>
<td>Influencing cost-effectiveness of resource allocation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structuring and reorganizing (realigning the organizational agenda, legislating and regulative.</td>
<td>Diagnosing, targeting, balancing, learning</td>
<td>Allocative and distributive; experimental.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institution building and renewal (creation and modification of institutional arrangements, defining performance measures, setting the “rules of the game”, establishing incentives, rewards and penalties.</td>
<td>Establishing objectives, defining orientation, setting operational procedures</td>
<td>Acquiring and distributing resources, establishing priorities for resource allocation, defining specific aims and goals, generating data bases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium-term</td>
<td>Medium/short-term</td>
<td>Short-term</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Taken together, these three characteristics of a new approach to development planning would lead to a much richer planning process. Enhancing the scope of anticipatory decisions, making time horizons flexible, and dispersing planning capabilities through society would considerably improve social capabilities for dealing with an increasingly turbulent and uncertain environment, for transcending the limitations of the conventional approach to planning, and for avoiding the dilemma of planning agencies that perceive they have to choose between paying attention either to the “important” or to the “urgent.”

Some Institutional Implications

The preceding sections have pointed out some of the problems that development planning is facing during the 1980s and will face in the next decade, and have also put forward some general suggestions that could overcome the limitations of the conventional approach to planning. It would also be interesting to explore the institutional implications of these ideas and to discuss the new organizational structure they would require for the planning process.

Perhaps the best way of addressing these issues is to derive a few implications to guide the design of organizational structures for the national development planning process. Although these implications would need reinterpretation within the specific context of each developing country, they provide guidelines for those interested in exploring further the consequences of adopting new approaches to national development planning.

The first three implications can be derived from the new directions for the planning process identified in the preceding section. In the first place, the institutional design for national development planning must be flexible and encompassing enough to accommodate the enlarged set of anticipatory decisions involved in the new approach. Dealing with anticipatory decisions that range from the desired future image for the country to the pattern of interactions with the international context and to the allocation of resources of all types requires a rather unconventional organizational setting.

In the second place, the institutional design must be capable of dealing with each development problem and issue in its own time dimension and of achieving intertemporal coordination among these different time horizons. This implies abandoning the organization of planning activities along rigid short-, medium-, and long-term time frames and structuring
tasks around clusters of development problems or issues while pre-
erving their inherent temporal complexity.
Third, the institutional design for development planning must be open and
able of incorporating the contributions made by the widest possible variety
of social groups and individuals involved in the development process. This
implies abandoning the technocratic and exclusive character of devel-
opment planning agencies, designing procedures to ensure the par-
ticipation of all interested parties, and enabling the largest possible
number of government agencies, nongovernmental organizations,
grass-roots movements, and professional associations, among other
social groups, to become actively involved in the process of develop-
ment planning (Wolfe 1982). Wider participation and dispensing
planning capabilities are likely to highlight real conflicts of interest,
and the institutional design must include conflict management mech-
anism and procedures. As Del Valle (1986) has put it, planning must
become a "process of social organization."
There are also other consequences for organizational design that
can be derived from the changed context for development planning.
For example, the planning organization must be capable of processing a
vast amount of information on the external environment and internal situation
of the country, which requires the development of synthesis and integra-
tion capabilities within the set of planning entities. In addition, the
institutional design must be resilient and able to cope with rapid changes
and instabilities, which requires an organizational structure that can
monitor continuously external and internal changes affecting the de-
velopment process. Finally, the institutional design must have a high
response capacity to restructure and reemerge itself as the need arises, which
requires the possibility of discontinuing organizational units, creating
new ones, and severing and forging links between the different com-
ponents of the institutional structure for development planning.
At this stage, it is necessary to examine briefly the notion of who
should apply these institutional design principles in a given context.
The turbulent nature of the contemporary social environment and the
requirement that planning capabilities be dispersed precludes the possi-
bility of postulating a "central designer" who would put forward
an institutional framework and oversee its implementation. While the
initial impulse to structure the network of planning organizations will,
more often than not, come from some government unit or group, it is
essential that the initiatives, points of view, and concerns of a large
variety of social actors be explicitly taken into account and incorpo-
rated into the institutional design and implementation process.
In consequence, there would be a dialectical interaction between
the planning group that postulates the initial institutional design
and the various agents at all levels of society that have a stake in the planning process. If the tensions and conflicts that usually accompany such intense interactions do not lead to destructive confrontations and power struggles, an overall institutional framework will gradually emerge and provide the basis for a participative planning process. The "central designer" would thus be complemented—or even replaced—by a "synthesis" capable of articulating individual initiatives into coherent (but not necessarily totally consistent) lines of action supported by a series of provisional consensuses.

The conventional approach has emphasized the role played by a central planning agency within the sphere of action of government organizations but without attempting actively to involve the productive sector (with the possible exception of public enterprises), academic institutions, professional associations, local grass-roots organizations, labor unions, peasant communities, and other similar entities that should play part in the process of development planning.

The picture that begins to emerge of the new institutional design for development planning is quite different from what has been the conventional practice. An organizational structure that is flexible, open, broad, issue-oriented, and organized as an evolving network contrasts sharply with the image of a "National Development Planning Agency" organized centrally either as an operating ministry or as an independent institute. The experience of Latin America (Giboni and Bardecci 1972, Solari et al. 1976, Mendez 1980, Wolfe 1982, De Mattos 1981, White 1987), of Africa and Asia (Myrdal 1970, Bryant and White 1982), and of developing countries in general (Aggarwala 1983 and 1985) indicates that major changes will be required to adapt existing organizational structures to the new institutional needs.

**Toward an Evolving Institutional Network for National Development Planning**

The institutional design required for a new approach to development planning is that of an "evolving network" that should be flexible, open, and capable of restructuring itself over time. The planning units that compose the network would not conform to a hierarchical organization, and each would relate to the structure of political authority and power in a variety of ways that are also likely to change over time. Some of the components of such a network can be readily identified in a general way, even though it is clear that many more could be incorporated into the design for a specific country.

First, there is a *social intelligence unit* (Enroth 1977, Drez 1980, Deijer 1982), or *technoeconomic intelligence unit* (Sagasti 1989), a small
group of highly qualified professionals with interdisciplinary training and broad experience in development problems. Working at the highest levels of government, the future-oriented intelligence unit would identify the key issues to be dealt with in national development planning; acquire, select, and process information about them; and suggest priorities for the work of the other units that conform to the planning network. The social or technoeconomic intelligence unit would be mostly concerned with anticipatory decisions that refer to issues of permanent interest for the developing country and to the evolution of the international context would be involved in the generation of development options and strategies for the country; would report directly to the president or the prime minister; would not supervise directly any of the other planning units; and would not be involved in operational activities such as resource allocation. Its main instrument to influence actual and anticipatory decision making would be the provision of timely and accurate information and opinions.

Second, specialized planning units would be located throughout the government and would be concerned with anticipatory decisions within the purview of their specific government agency. These units would deal mostly with issues that have short- and medium-term consequences and would focus on institutional, activity, and resource planning. The specialized planning units would operate in the manner of Ackoff’s (1982) “responsive decision systems” in which the planning function is fully integrated into the structure and functioning of the system itself. Braudley (1983) has described how these specialized units could function within the framework of an interactive and decentralized structure for development planning, while Kofuji (1976) anticipated the need for these specialized planning units within the context of what he called “planning as a process of cognition and compromise.” Of particular importance would be the planning units in the ministries of economics, planning, and finance, where the key decisions regarding resource allocation priorities and the national budget are usually decided. While these units have an intersectoral mandate, other planning units in government agencies, ministries, public enterprises, and regional or local governments have a more focused and specific mandate.

Third, temporary issue-oriented task force or commissions would focus on a certain problem, usually with medium- and long-term implications. These task forces or commissions would seek to obtain the largest possible variety of inputs from all concerned parties, identify options and possible strategies, highlight areas of consensus and of conflict, and interact actively with government organizations, with
other components of the planning network, with the mass media, and with the public at large. They would be established for a limited period of time, with a clear mandate and terms of reference and would have no operational function at all. However, it is clear that in some instances the mandate of these task forces and commissions is likely to enter into conflict with those of other planning units, and that this should be viewed as a possible source of creative tension rather than a problem to be avoided at all cost. There are many approaches and methods for organizing the work of such temporary units. Among them, the "search conference" technique and the procedures associated with it provide a useful tool for structuring the work of issue-oriented temporary task forces and commissions (Emery 1982).

In some countries there is a long tradition of presidential or royal commissions, of parliamentary committees that hold hearings and produce reports, and of specially appointed panels of experts to conduct specific inquiries. For example, the Royal Commission on the Economic Union and Development Prospects for Canada (1981), chaired by Donald S. Macdonald, provides a clear instance of a temporary organization whose task was to explore alternative futures and to build a consensus around a common vision. Moreover, as the book edited by Drache and Cameron (1985) shows, even before the official report was published, a spirited public debate followed the Royal Commission's interpretation of a supposed consensus view on the future of Canada. Other temporary commissions have been created recently in many developed and developing countries, particularly to deal with long-term issues. For example, Burney (1985) presents a list of more than twenty "Year 2000" commissions established during the last decade in developed and developing countries.

Fourth, coordination committees to link planning units with all types of nongovernmental organizations would have their own interests and mandates but could contribute with information, opinions, requests, and ideas to the planning process. The nongovernmental organizations may include grass-roots movements, associations of consumers, neighborhood organizations, cooperatives, religious groups, trade and professional associations, and similar entities, all of which should engage in planning activities and transmit their views through the coordination committees.

There are many examples of such organizations in developing countries, from the Nasodchaya movement in Sri Lanka and community kitchens in Santiago de Chile to associations of professionals in Peru, Brazil, and Kenya. In particular, the reports presented in the IPDA Database, published by the International Foundation for Development Alternatives at Nyon, Switzerland, contain a wealth of infor-
nution on experiences of this type and, as Jenny (1981) has shown, with innovative institutional designs it should be possible to consider the initiatives of these "Third System" organizations as an integral part of the development planning process. Godard and coworkers (1985) have developed the idea of an "analysis grid for local development" as a framework to interpret a large number of experiences that deal with the mobilization of local resources and people for decentralized planning. Another example, although along more conventional lines, is provided by the National Planning Institute in Peru, which in early 1980 created several "Consultative Committees" to discuss long-term development objectives, the medium-term development plan, and the short-term financial and economic plans. Each of these committees involves representatives from trade unions, business associations, government agencies, the armed forces, and the intellectual community.

Fifth, research and academic institutions would be engaged in the description, study, and analysis of the situation in the country. These would include independent social science research centers, university departments and research institutes, government agencies in charge of natural resources surveys, statistical offices of ministries and other government departments, and technology research and development units in private and public enterprises. These institutions should be linked to the social or technoeconomic intelligence unit and to the various specialized planning units in order to channel the information and the results of their studies to facilitate and strengthen anticipatory decision making throughout the planning network. This amounts to providing a mechanism for institutionalizing the contributions that the intellectual community can make to the process of development.

Research and academic institutions usually cover a wide spectrum of issues and concerns that range from short-term analysis of labor-management conflicts and assessments of the natural resources to anthropological surveys of rural areas and the compilation of macro-economic statistics and projections, for example. It would be necessary to structure the ways in which they could provide inputs into the planning network in order to keep the development planning process and the anticipatory decisions it involves as close as possible to the reality of the country. Considering the instability of many government agencies, in order to ensure the continuity of planning efforts it may even be appropriate to replicate in an embryonic form some of the planning capabilities (such as approaches, methods, procedures, and information) in a nongovernmental research center, so that they could be transferred back to a government agency if the need arises.

Finally, an international support network is needed for all types of
institutions including planning agencies in other countries, international organizations, international data bases, multilateral and bilateral funding agencies, and academic and professional associations. This is particularly important for the social or socioeconomic intelligence unit, which must monitor continuously the evolution of the international environment to assess its impact on the development prospects of the country and to suggest the anticipatory decisions to deal with them.

The evolving planning network envisaged here would be a loose confederation of the various components outlined in this section. They would use a variety of technological and methodological tools to function as a planning system: from microcomputers, advanced telecommunications and computer conferences (Beer 1974a and 1974b, Flores 1982, Barney 1985), to idealized designs (Ackoff 1974 and 1981), mathematical models (Sachs 1980, Sagasti 1979), formalized procedures for assessing the viability of a plan (Marus 1983) and search conferences (Emery 1982), complemented by opinion polls, statistical surveys, and the extensive use of mass media (GR/ADE 1984).

The large variety of components of the development planning network and the rich set of interconnections between them would allow tackling short-, medium-, and long-term issues at the same time, while also generating responses to a rapidly changing international environment. The dispersion of planning capabilities throughout the government apparatus, and ultimately throughout society, would empower people at all levels of society to address urgent problems in a concerted way: the linkages with academic institutions, with nongovernmental organizations, and with the public in general would allow society as a whole to confront the important and critical national development issues in a sustained manner.

Conclusion

This chapter has sought to explore possible new approaches to development planning that would transcend the limitations of the conventional approach, that would adapt better to the turbulent international environment of the 1980s, and that will overcome what was characterized as the dilemma of devoting planning energies either to short-term urgent problems or to long-term important issues.

It is clear that the new approach outlined here and the institutional design derived from it require additional work and elaboration. However, it provides a starting point and suggests new avenues for
research; in particular, it is possible that many of the functions and components of the new approach to development planning put forward in this essay are already taking shape in many developing countries. A systematic survey of such unconventional planning efforts may prove a fruitful source of ideas and of inspiration.

Finally, as in all processes of social innovation and institutional renewal, the new approach to development planning outlined here requires new mindsets and attitudes on the part of politicians, technocrats, entrepreneurs, managers, professionals, researchers, workers, students, and people from all walks of life that are likely to elicit opposition from those who are not prepared to discard the habits of thought associated with the conventional planning approach or from those who reject any kind of planning effort. While accepting that planning is—to itself—no guarantee for national development, it is essential to reaffirm the belief that a process of social learning, of anticipatory decision making at all levels, and of defining lines of action through partial and temporary consensus can and will take place, thus empowering human beings to influence purposefully the direction of social evolution.

However, it is also necessary to acknowledge that the turbulent years ahead—with their increased social tension and accelerated pace of change—will strain individual and social response capabilities to the limit. Moreover, in this turbulent context the relations between planning, democracy, and freedom—so well examined by Karl Marx (1940 and 1953) half a century ago at another time of crisis—require a fresh reinterpretation and restatement. It could be said, in fact, that democracy is a process of participative planning.

This essay has focused on conceptual changes and institutional structures for national development planning, but in the final analysis planning systems are designed and put into practice by people. In these uncertain times, planners in developing countries face a particularly difficult task: they must be able to filter out the noise and interpret the conflicting signals accompanying human actions on a social ground that is continuously shifting; they must be able to structure conceptual patterns to make sense out of apparently chaotic situations; and they must be able to identify positive directions for social change and devise ways of moving toward them. This calls for new attitudes and skills; development planning in the turbulent 1960s and 1970s requires the type of person whom Eric Trist (1976) has described so well: "We need flexible, resourceful, resilient people who can tolerate a lot of surprise and ambiguity emotionally while continuing to work on complex issues intellectually."
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